
Dear Ed, 	 2/14/15 
Per 

 
we Ilve splurged in a gay that MOMS work I must do today, so I've less than 

the usual little time and none for real explanations. 
If you remember the cupboard that was built into a wall of my office, I took it 

down and have bought two cheap filing cabinets to be delivered tomorrow. 	take the l- 
and 3-door jobs into the basement for dead storage and thus, will have three more file 
drawers .(that will overfill soon enoushd) I've put shleves up and have to shellac them 
before I MA for al, . 	 ,  

The 00 clipping tram Waterloo headed "Gregory Believes Bunt Killed JIIK" can be quite 
important.it is =attributed and incomplete. Part of the leed seems to be missing (in 
the original) and there appears tote an overlay which eliminates more. I'd like to have 
the entire thing and the source bemuse this thing is turning into areal "Opt. --Disinforma- 
tion endeavor. 

2/10 you note "What publicity Gregory has gotten!" Mask then, what will it mean? 
-Lt provides an ideal cover for the coming whitewashes, more of the most extreme 

rumors to debunk with effectiveness =dos= all the shit look like manna. 
This et*ff has been very hurtful. I =not clear on who is prodding Gregory into 

this but have a few suspicions. I know some of the allegedreevideno, certifications from 
criminalints that the pictures containjaktima features. Mist be pious= mere mortals 
can t see!) 

" The way this is going the only means of our recapturing any credibility and stopping 
all this exculpation of the appoks may be to take a. stand against it. La of now, if he'd 
promise not to we Gregory and Grodin, I'd help Bunt. And I am confident I cant 

Anyway, please let we see all this you get as soon as possible and please wake a 
special effort to be certain of oompleimmen and identification. 

The kind of thing for which this can supply a kind of =war is the appointment 
of less than the bast to the various committees. Rumor Marhmall to be Cgordh's guy! 

Because of this any ward from or about Boston could be Otte valuable. Parti- 
cularly those of the cowboy theorist, his and the other sheet, and 'whatever else is 
in the underground press. It looks as though it was aloud upon as the beginning point 
for a major Disinformation job. 

It has killed attention to 11111V. I never get station inquiries about that now 
and all the stations catering to the young are off on this kick. Bales, of course, 
have fallen with it. (AK Canada taped we early last week for showing this week. I don't 
know when and I've had no indication it was aired.) 	•  

br mail is burdened with the concern of those who've been moaned by all this rot. 
This 

 
one is so insane that even Bud is worried. Leper has been from the beginning. 

Thanks nand beat, 


